Summary. -Early data with respect to heavy exotic mesons with narrow width (≤ 80 MeV) found in π − p reactions by Anderson et al. and Baud et al. in 1969-1970 are analyzed using the diquark cluster model. It is shown that the simple mass formula of the diquark cluster model, which involves no free parameters, can clearly reproduce the mass spectrum for the heavy exotic mesons indicated by the empirical data.
-Introduction
Recently, it was suggested by many authors that a group of exotic mesons do exist in the mass region 1300-1700 MeV. For example, many experimental groups reported the finding of an exotic meson η (1400) with I G (J P C ) = 0 + (0 −+ ) and width 50-70 MeV [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The Crystal Barrel Collaboration [6] and Anisovich et al. [7] proposed the existence of two mesons with 0 + (0 ++ ), f 0 (1370) and f 0 (1520), while the OBELIX collaboration [8] and the E-760 Collaboration at Fermilab [9] asserted the existence of exotic mesons with 0 + (2 ++ ), f 2 (1520), and further Alde et al.
[10] and the OBELIX collaboration [8, 11] found another member with the same quantum numbers, f 2 (1640). It may be very interesting to view all of these exotic mesons as promising candidates for the four-quark states q 2q2 which consist of the u and d quarks. Actually, we have shown in a previous paper [12] that their masses and widths can be reproduced well by the four-quark picture based on the diquark cluster model [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This discovery of a promising candidate for the four-quark states indicates strongly the existence of higher multiquark states q kqk (k ≥ 3) with baryon number 0 which should be observable as exotic mesons with mass above 2 GeV. The search for heavy exotic mesons could well be one of the most interesting subjects for future particle physics. For this reason, we present an analysis of early data on heavy exotic mesons using the diquark cluster model. The diquark cluster model is a semi-phenomenological model for the multiquark system which was originally introduced to explain the mass spectrum and the widths of dibaryon resonances [13] [14] [15] and later applied to more general multiquark systems [16, 17] . In the present analysis, we focus our attention on the mass spectrum of the narrow exotic mesons with widths less than 80 MeV. Before going into the analysis, we touch briefly on the history of the heavy exotic meson.
In 1966, the investigation of heavy exotic mesons with narrow widths began with the finding of three sharp peaks above 2 GeV in the missing mass spectrum of the forward recoil protons by 
-Diquark cluster model
We summarize here the basic assumptions of the diquark cluster model. (I) Most of the quarks (antiquarks) in the multiquark system q kqh are in the diquark state with the 3*-color state (antidiquark state with the 3-color state).
(II) The system can be described without serious problems by adopting the jjcoupling scheme.
(III) The residual short-range interaction can exist only between two quarks in a diquark (two antiquarks in an antidiquark).
